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Project Submission  

Project review guidelines:  

1. Must originate from non-profit / public organizations based in Nepal  

2. Must be reviewed initially by Nepal Board  

3. Recommended to have strong medical education and training component 

4. Discourage travel or boarding stipends (unless have compelling project) 

5. Equipment to have details for in-country compatibility and bio-medical service access 

6. MOU with project report during and after completion with project evaluation  

7. Proof that the grantee organization is an SWC approval organization needs to be 

submitted by the applicant at the time of project submission or before deliberation of 

project. 

8. Board members themselves may not submit proposals  

9. Board members need to recuse themselves when the project they may be affiliated with 

is being discussed.  

10. Projects need to submit other funding support source if the amount ANMF is  only 

providing part of the funds required.  

TIMELINE: Projects shall be discussed and approved by the Board twice a year- once before 

December and once before the AGM. PC will determine the months and inform the Board. 

[EXAMPLE- Final timeline to be determined by the project Committee]:  

Projects will be approved twice a year (August and February) by the Board of Directors at the 

quarterly on-line Board meeting (unless considered emergent).  

1. After projects are submitted to the ANMF on-line web portal, ANMF- Nepal coordinator 

will distribute to ANMF Nepal Board. ANMF Nepal will deliberate at their board meeting 

twice a year (May and November). 

2. They will then forward to ANMF Project committee (PC). Who will deliberate and 

forward to the Board. (July and January). 

3. Any projects submitted after the deliberation date of ANMF Nepal will be considered for 

the next cycle. 

4. The applicant will be informed about the final decision of their project after the ANMF 

US board meeting (August and February) by the PC chair. 

5. The applicants must be informed of the date (month) they will receive notice of status 

of their project. 

   Send                                              sends  

                 

                                     

 

MAY and NOVEMBER 

ANMF-Nepal deliberation          

JULY and JANUARY 

Project Committee deliberation 

AUGUST and FEBRUARY 

ANMF-US Board final approval 
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Algorithm of Project Submission and Approval Process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project submission through ANMF US website portal 

Automatic email notification to US Project 

committee (PC) chair, ANMF chair/secretary, and 

Nepal ANMF coordinator  

US Project committee chair will 

forward to US project committee 

members 

Nepal ANMF coordinator will 

forward to ANMF Nepal board 

ANMF Nepal board will deliberate on projects and 

prioritizes the projects for funding 

Nepal ANMF coordinator will forward ANMF Nepal Board’s 

decisions to ANMF US project committee chair 

ANMF US PC chair will call a meeting of the PC and discuss all projects. PC 

will take into consideration ANMF Nepal Boards recommendations when 

it is deciding on the value of each project. PC will then prioritize projects 

based on ANMF mission, the value of the project, and available funds. 

PC chair will submit its decisions to the US Board of directors: 

including all projects submitted, its decisions to either 

recommend or not recommend projects, and the rationale. PC 

will also notify the US Board of ANMF Nepal board’s 

recommendation on each project. 

ANMF Board will vote on projects based on the 

recommendation by PC. Majority vote is required for 

approval of projects. 


